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The Welsh band, Man, is certainly one of the best bands you’ve never heard in your life. 

Much like their Welsh peer band, Budgie, Man has managed to have a loyal cult following since the ‘70’s,

but just never was able to break through to major radio hit success like their fellow Welsh band,

Badfinger.  But then again, if you’re familiar with the fate of Badfinger (suicides of 2 of their primary

members), MAN is probably not envious.  In fact, Man was a band that seemed to embrace the

underground spirit of their music.

Radio hits or not, they certainly can hold their heads high, as they’ve left behind some of the most

interesting rock music of the 70s… and that’s saying a lot!  Although mostly remembered as a progressive

rock band, Man did progressive in a way that was completely original from most other progressive bands,

blending together the best elements of psychedlia, blues, vocal harmony, and West-coast style jam-driven

rock and roll.  Very much in line with such opinion-polarizing counter-culture bands The Grateful Dead and

even Phish, Man were praised for their live shows, which were never the same twice.  But Man’s jamming

was less loose and laid-back than the Dead and a bit more gritty, thereby actually sharing more an affinity

with Phish, especially in their use of the occasional silly lyric…“I like to eat bananas, because they got no

bones… I like marijuana, ‘cause it gets me stoned” (from their live show staple, "Bananas").

But comparisons with those bands are more in the way that fans felt about their live shows.  And I would

be remiss to make any further comparisons, especially without mentioning the influence of the heavily

touring, dual-lead guitar West-coast band, Quicksilver Messenger Service, one of the most well-respected

live acts of the late 60s.  Not only that, Quicksilver guitarist John Cipollina even joined Man in 1975 and

can be heard on Man’s 1975 live album Maximum Darkness, but they never recorded a studio album with

“Chippo”.  But just a year later in 1976, after 8 years of intense gigging, we would see the end of the

golden era of Man as they called it quits, as if they could foreshadow the future musical landscape turning

to punk and disco… a landscape that probably would not have been a friendly one for such a tried and true

progressive rock band.  Remember, this is the era that chewed up and spit out Yes, the most popular prog

rock band of all time.  And by this time, the band had weathered many personnel changes and the instable

membership of one of two primary singer/guitarists, Deke Leonard.
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#2 — May 13, 2008 @ 23:35PM — franklyn

Angel Easy ROCKS!

#3 — May 15, 2008 @ 17:24PM — Rupert

Great write up Mike.

#4 — May 15, 2008 @ 20:04PM — NewmRadio [URL]

Thanks Rupert!


